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Introduction: Neurodegenerative diseases often cause motor and cognitive

deterioration that leads to postural instability and motor impairment, while

aging-associated frailty frequently results in reduced muscle mass, balance,

and mobility. These conditions increase the risk of falls and injuries in these

populations. This study aimed to determine the effects of exercise on falls and

consequent injuries among individuals with neurodegenerative diseases and frail

aging people.

Methods: Electronic database searches were conducted in PubMed, Cochrane

Library, SportDiscus, and Web of Science up to 1 January 2023. Randomized

controlled trials that reported the effects of exercise on falls and fall-related injuries

in neurodegenerative disease and frail aging people were eligible for inclusion. The

intervention effects for falls, fractures, and injuries were evaluated by calculating

the rate ratio (RaR) or risk ratio (RR) with 95% confidence interval (CI).

Results: Sixty-four studies with 13,241 participants met the inclusion criteria.

Exercise is effective in reducing falls for frail aging people (RaR, 0.75; 95% CI,

0.68–0.82) and participants with ND (0.53, 0.43–0.65) [dementia (0.64, 0.51–

0.82), Parkinson’s disease (0.49, 0.39–0.69), and stroke survivors (0.40, 0.27–

0.57)]. Exercise also reduced fall-related injuries in ND patients (RR, 0.66; 95% CI,

0.48–0.90) and decreased fractures (0.63, 0.41–0.95) and fall-related injuries

(0.89, 0.84–0.95) among frail aging people. For fall prevention, balance and

combined exercise protocols are both effective, and either short-, moderate-, or

long-term intervention duration is beneficial. More importantly, exercise only

induced a very low injury rate per participant year (0.007%; 95% CI, 0–0.016) and

show relatively good compliance with exercise (74.8; 95% CI, 69.7%–79.9%).

Discussion: Exercise is effective in reducing neurodegenerative disease- and

aging-associated falls and consequent injuries, suggesting that exercise is an

effective and feasible strategy for the prevention of falls.
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Introduction

Falls and subsequent injuries contribute to a major health problem

for older people worldwide (1–4). It has been estimated that one-third of

community-dwelling people aged 65 years and over have at least one fall

each year (5, 6). Falls can have serious consequences, such as fractures

and head injuries (7). Approximately 10% of falls result in serious injuries

contributing to a major source of morbidity and mortality (5, 6, 8).

Aging and neurodegenerative diseases are two deleterious

conditions that increase the risk of falls and subsequent injuries (9–

13). Frailty represents a decline in multiple systems due to a mixture of

physiological and psychological factors, such as low muscle mass and

strength, slow walking speed, functional impairment, and weakness (14,

15). Frailty caused by aging often results in lower leg muscle strength

(16, 17), poor balance and posture control (18, 19), and lack offlexibility

(20), which raises the risk of falling for older people. The risk factors for

falls are worsened in neurodegenerative diseases. Impaired gait, balance,

and posture are common symptoms of dementia, Parkinson’s disease,

and stroke. These symptoms impair posture control andmotor capacity,

which greatly elevate the fall risk (21, 22). For example, stroke survivors

with serious impairment in gait and balance have a much higher risk of

falling than healthy adults of a similar age, showing nearly seven times

more fall rates (23). Since those people have to confront increased falling

and fall-related injuries in their daily lives, developing effective strategies

to prevent falls and subsequent injuries is an emergent task.

Exercise has been recognized as an effective approach to fall

prevention; it targets improving or maintaining muscle mass and

strength, bone mass, balance and posture control, gait, and other

aspects of physical functioning (18, 24–27). Therefore, strategies that

aim to modify those risk factors are recommended for preventing falls

and subsequent injuries (28). To date, several meta-analyses and

Cochrane Reviews (29–31) have evaluated the beneficial effects of

exercise in the prevention of falls in healthy community-dwelling

people. However, it is still unknownwhether exercise couldmodify the

risk factors and reduce falls and injuries in frail aging people and

individuals with neurodegenerative diseases. Addressing the question

is important because falls and serious injuries are more likely to occur

in those high-risk people. Given the fact that the exact aspects of the

exercise regimens such as intervention effects, safety, and complication

of exercise have not been evaluated, it turns out to be a challenge both

for those individuals and their physicians in determining whether to

choose exercise as a strategy for fall prevention. To address those

concerns, we conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis to

determine the effect of exercise on falls and subsequent injuries in frail

aging people and individuals with neurodegenerative diseases (stroke,

dementia, and Parkinson’s disease). The efficacy, safety, and

compliance of exercise protocols were also evaluated.
Methods

Search strategy and inclusion criteria

This systematic review and meta-analysis adhered to the

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-

Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines (32). This meta-analysis was not
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registered. The search strategies for electronic databases are listed in

Supplementary Texts S1–S4. Two authors (CX and YS) conducted

the electronic database searches in PubMed, Cochrane Library,

SportDiscus, and Web of Science using a predetermined protocol

up to 1 January 2023. After the removal of duplicates, the articles

were screened on the basis of titles and abstracts, and another

author (XZ) reviewed them independently. The full text of the

articles then was drawn and reviewed for eligibility independently

by BZ and CZ. To identify unpublished studies, the WHO

International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (ICTRP) search

portal and ClinicalTrials.gov were searched up to 1 January 2023.

The reference lists of the relevant systematic reviews were screened

manually to identify further potentially relevant citations. No

language restriction was applied.

Eligible studies should meet the following criteria: (1)

randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that investigated the effects of

exercise on the rate of falls; (2) studies compared exercise intervention

group with a comparator group, such as no intervention, attention, or

sham exercise (e.g., light physical activities), which was expected to

have no effects on muscle strength, balance, or mobility, etc.; (3) if

studies compared several groups (e.g., nutrition supplementations,

placebo, and exercise groups), the groups with placebo and exercise

interventions were considered for inclusion; and (4) participants aged

≥ 60 years (mean or median age) and either had neurodegenerative

diseases or aging-associated frailty. The included participants who

had neurodegenerative diseases such as dementia, Parkinson’s

disease, and stroke were not particularly restricted by the subtypes

and stages of the diseases, but they needed to have the ability to

perform the exercise protocol. Frail aging people included in the

original studies had some of the conditions at enrollment that

predisposed participants to be at high risk of falling, including

lower limb weakness, impaired balance, slow reaction time, a

history of falling, and other functional deficits. The common

community-dwelling older people without those obvious health

conditions mentioned above were not included in this review and

have been addressed elsewhere (29–31, 33).
Outcome measures

Outcomes were as follows:
I. Primary outcomes: the rate of falls (falls per person-year).

II. Secondary outcomes: (1) rate of fall-related injuries

(injuries caused by a fall, e.g., fall-induced wound, head

trauma, medical care, or hospitalization, according to

original investigators); (2) number of people who

sustained one or more fractures.
Study selection and data collection

Two authors (CX and YS) performed data abstraction

independently using a standard collection data form designed for

this meta-analysis. In cases of disagreement, an agreement was
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achieved through discussion with another author (XZ). If

insufficient data were presented in the original studies, we

contacted investigators for detailed information. The following

data were extracted: sample size, participant age, countries, study

design, exercise interventions (category, intensity, frequency, and

duration), participant health conditions, attrition, exercise

compliance, exercise-related injuries, length of follow-up, number

or rate of falls, fall-related injuries, and fractures.
Risk of bias assessment

The risk of bias assessment for each included study followed the

recommendations of the Cochrane Collaboration (34). For each

trial, pairs of members of the review team (CX and YS) reported the

following key domains: sequence generation, allocation

concealment, blinding, incomplete outcome data, and selective

reporting. Each domain was judged to be low, unclear, or high

risk of bias. The final assessment for all studies was presented in a

“risk of bias” table.
Statistical analysis

We reported the treatment effects for rate of falls as rate ratio

(RaR) with 95% confidence interval (CI). For fall-induced injuries

and the number of participants experiencing fractures, we reported

risk ratio (RR) and 95% CI. We used results reported at the last

measurement for trials that monitored falls, fall-related injuries, and

fractures during follow-up. We used RaR or hazard ratio (HR) with

95% CI if these were reported in the trials. If RaR was not reported,

but appropriate raw data were available, we calculated it using the

reported rate of falls in each group, or we calculated the rate of falls

in each group from the total number of falls and the actual total

length of time were monitored (person-years) for participants

contributing data. We used reported estimates of RR or HR with

95% CI for fractures if available. If RR was not reported and

appropriate data were available, we calculated RR and 95% CI

using STATA software. Random-effects models were used for

calculating RaR for falls and evaluating RR for fall-induced

injuries and fractures.

We first calculated the summary effects of exercise on falls, fall-

related injuries, and fractures in frail aging people and participants

with neurodegenerative diseases (dementia, Parkinson’s disease,

and stroke), respectively. Subgroup analysis was conducted to

estimate the intervention effects on falls by grouping exercise

categories (combined exercise, strength training, balance training,

and aerobic exercise) and intervention durations (<6 months, 6–12

months, and ≥12 months), respectively.

We used Cochran’s Q test (p<0.1 considered significance) and

I2 (<40%, 40%–<75%, and ≥75% for low, moderate, and high

heterogeneity) to assess between-study heterogeneity. The test for

the overall effects (z score) was regarded as significant at p<0.05.

STATA version 15 software (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX,

USA) was used for performing a meta-analysis.
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Sensitivity and publication bias analyses

We carried out a sensitivity analysis to explore the possible

impact of risk of bias on pooled estimates of treatment effects. Trials

with high risk or unclear bias in domains were removed from the

analysis, and sensitivity analysis was performed for falls, fall-related

injuries, and fractures among frail aging people and participants

with neurodegenerative diseases. To determine publication bias, we

constructed funnel plots for falls, fall-related injuries, and fractures

with treatment effects (RaR/RR) estimated from individual studies

against a measure of study size (standard error of log RaR/log RR).

We used Egger’s test to examine the likelihood of the presence of

small-study effects.
Results

Study selection

The electronic database searches identified and screened 4,173

abstracts, of which 4,075 were excluded because of either unrelated

to the topic (n=2,878) or duplicate studies (n=1,197). A total of 98

full-text articles were reviewed for eligibility, and 43 studies were

excluded for the reasons: (1) no reporting data of interest (n=16),

(2) no RCTs (n=15), (3) no exercise intervention group (n=7), (4)

wrong age (n=2), and (5) no sedentary controls (n=3). A total of 55

studies were eligible for meta-analysis. We also identified nine new

trials from previous meta-analyses. Therefore, 64 RCTs in total met

the inclusion criteria (Supplementary Figure S1, Supplementary

eText S5).
Characteristics of included

Details are provided in the characteristics of included studies

(Supplementary eTable S1). Due to the size of the meta-analysis, not

all links to references have been inserted in the following text, which

can be viewed in Supplementary eText S5. Briefly, 64 RCTs with

13,241 participants (neurodegenerative diseases, 2,539; aging, 10,702)

were included, of which 7,040 received exercise intervention

and 6,201 complied with the requirements for controls. The

characteristics of participants included neurogenerative diseases

(stroke, dementia, and Parkinson’s disease) and aging-related frailty

(Supplementary eTable S1).

The included studies were conducted in 19 countries, the most

common countries being Australia (13 trials), the USA (eight trials),

Finland (six trials), the UK (eight trials), China (four trials), Japan

(four trials), Germany (three trials), France (three trials), and

Canada (three trials). The remaining studies were carried out in

the Netherlands (two trials), Sweden (two trials), New Zealand (one

trial), Brazil (one trial), Hungary (one trial), Denmark (one trial),

Iran (one trial), Portland (one trial), Spain (one trial), and Thailand

(one trial) (Supplementary eTable S1).

Four types of exercise programs were detected in the included

studies, with 42 studies involving combined exercise, 19 performing
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balance training, 3 conducting strength training, and 1 carrying out

aerobic activities. Combined exercise protocols frequently include

several distinct types of exercise (such as strength training, balance

exercise, aerobic activities, and impact exercises), which are

incorporated into one training class to augment the intervention

effects (35, 36). Exercise interventions were delivered in centers (28

studies), homes (16 studies), or centers and homes (20 studies).
Study quality assessment

We applied a widely used methodological quality assessment

tool (34) to evaluate the quality of individual studies. Of the 64

included trials, 27 studies scored low risk for all domains, 21 studies

marked at least one high-risk domain, and 16 studies marked at

least one unclear risk in domains (Supplementary eTable S2). The

most common domain that scored a high risk of bias was selective

reporting. Blinding in many trials was marked unclear risk, and it

was used for outcome assessment but not for participants.
Meta-analysis of
neurodegenerative diseases

The between-study heterogeneity was high (I2 > 75%) for fall

rates and was low (I2 < 30%) for fractures and fall-related injuries

(Figure 1). Exercise generated an overall reduction in fall rates for

participants with neurodegenerative diseases (RaR, 0.53; 95% CI,

0.43–0.65). Among the participants, exercise reduced rates of falls

for dementia by 36% (0.64, 0.51–0.82), stroke by 60% (0.40, 0.27–

0.57), and Parkinson’s disease by 51% (0.49, 0.39–0.69) (Figure 1).

Exercise also reduced fall-related injuries in participants with

neurodegenerative diseases (RR, 0.66; 95% CI, 0.48–0.90)

(Figure 2) but did not generate beneficial effects on fracture

prevention (1.19, 0.73–1.96) (Figure 3). Subgroup analysis

suggested that both combined and balance training protocols

were effective in reducing fall rates, with RaR of 0.65 (0.52–0.80)

and 0.44 (0.34–0.56), respectively (Figure 4). Additionally, for fall

prevention, any training durations (<6, 6–<12, and ≥ 12 months)

are beneficial, with intervention effects 0.48 (0.36–0.45), 0.46 (0.32–

0.66), and 0.71 (0.52–0.99), respectively (Figure 5). More

importantly, the exercise regimens only generated a low exercise-

induced injury rate per participant year (0.005, 95% CI 0–0.02) and

showed good compliance with exercise (78.4%; 95% CI,

66.9%–89.8%).

Although the funnel plots for falls showed that there existed

somewhat asymmetry (Supplementary Figure S2), Egger’s test

suggested that there existed weak evidence for the presence of

small-study effects (p=0.068) (Supplementary eTable S3). The

funnel plots for fall-related injuries and fractures seemed to exist

asymmetry (Supplementary Figures S3, S4), but the likelihood of

the appearance of small-study effects was weak for fractures

and fall-related injuries (Egger’s test: p=0.151, p=0.018).

Sensitivity assessment indicated that the intervention effects were

still significant for falls (0.67, 0.48–0.93) and fall-related injuries

(0.71, 0.51–0.98), and not changed significantly for fractures
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(1.33, 0.70–2.52) after removing the studies with either high or

unclear risk of bias (Supplementary eTable S4).
Meta-analysis of frail aging people

The heterogeneity across studies was relatively high (I2 > 75%)

for falls and low (I2 < 5%) for fractures and fall-related injuries

(Figure 1). The exercise was effective in preventing the rate of falls

for frail aging people, resulting in a 25% fall reduction (RaR, 0.75;

95% CI, 0.68–0.82) (Figure 1). Exercise intervention also benefited

the reduction in fractures and fall-related injuries, lowing the risk by

37% (RR, 0.63; 95% CI, 0.41–0.95) and 11% (0.89, 0.84–0.95),

respectively (Figures 2, 3). Subgroup analysis suggested that both

combined and balance exercise regimens were effective in

decreasing fall rates, with RaR of 0.73 (0.64–0.83) and 0.74 (0.64–

0.84), respectively (Figure 4). Additionally, for fall prevention either

short- (<6 months), moderate- (6–<12 months), or long- (≥12

months) term intervention durations are beneficial, with

intervention effects of 0.68 (0.56–0.83), 0.62 (0.47–0.82), and 0.86

(0.81–0.92), respectively (Figure 5). Moreover, exercise intervention

only induced a very low exercise-induced injury rate per participant

year (0.008; 95% CI, 0–0.028) and show good compliance with

exercise (73.0%; 95% CI, 66.1%–80.0%).

While the funnel plots for fall rates among frail aging people

were relatively symmetry (Supplementary Figure S5), there existed a

small asymmetry for fractures and fall-related injuries

(Supplementary Figures S6, S7). However, Egger’s tests showed

that there was weak evidence of the presence of small-study effects

(p = 0.068 and p = 0.059) (Supplementary eTable S3). Sensitivity

analysis suggested that the results remained significant for falls

(0.85, 0.78–0.93) and fall-related injuries (0.91, 0.84–0.98), but not

significant for fractures (0.71, 0.27–1.91) (Supplementary

eTable S4).
Discussion

Frequently, selecting exercise as a preventive strategy for

reducing falls and injuries is a difficult choice for people with

neurodegenerative diseases or frail aging adults who often

confront balance instability and motor impairment. This meta-

analysis has provided pooled evidence to confirm the beneficial

effects of exercise on reducing falls and fall-related injuries in people

with neurodegenerative diseases and frail older people. Fall-

prevention exercise successfully decreased fractures in people with

aging-related frailty. Combined and balance exercises were the

common protocols adopted by older people, and any length of

intervention duration generated beneficial outcomes for

fall prevention.

Falls are a prevalent and serious problem for people with

neurodegenerative disease or aging-associated frailty, leading to

disability, hospitalization, and mortality (21–23, 28). Doctors

frequently encounter challenges in prescribing exercise protocols

for those populations. They might wonder, for example, whether

exercise is effective in the prevention of falls and subsequent injuries
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and whether it is safe for practice. Our findings indicated that

exercise was effective in preventing falls and consequent injuries in

those people. It has been recognized that exercise is an effective

strategy for correcting the low muscle strength (16, 17), poor

balance and posture control (18, 19), immobility (37), and

impaired gait (38, 39), etc., all of which are common in patients

with dementia, stroke, and Parkinson’s disease, and some in frail

older people. The findings suggest that adverse components causing

falls are correctable in those people. It is important because current

reviews mainly evaluate overall effects among common

“community living people” (26, 29, 33, 40), but the fact is that

more falls and serious consequent injuries frequently occur among

older people with risk conditions, such as neurodegenerative
Frontiers in Endocrinology 05
diseases and aging-associated frailty. Given the fact that the risk

factors of falls are hard to be corrected by pharmacological

approach among those high-risk people, exercise provides a

promising preventive strategy. This review bettered our

understanding of the clinical implications of applying exercise to

prevent falls and injuries among older populations in high-

risk conditions.

Our findings that combined exercise was one of the optimal

exercise protocols for preventing falls agreed with previous reviews

(26, 29, 31). The combined exercise incorporates a range of distinct

types of exercise and frequently generates a combined improvement

in muscle strength, balance function, mechanical loading, and other

physical functions (27, 35, 36), all of which are determinants of falls.
A

B

FIGURE 1

Summary estimates of exercise for prevention of falls in participants with neurodegenerative diseases and frail aging people. (A) Participants with
neurodegenerative diseases; (B) frail aging people. RaR, rate ratio; CI, confidence interval; N, number.
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Therefore, combined exercise could serve as a feasible approach for

reducing fall risk in frail aging people and patients with

neurodegenerative disorders who can adhere to such exercise

regimes. This is consistent with previous findings that combined

exercise is a common and effective protocol for preventing falls

among aging people (31, 41), and it is also used as a fall-prevention

strategy for neurodegenerative disorders (42–45).

Impairment of balance is recognized as the most frequent and

sensitive risk factor for predisposing falls and subsequent injuries.
Frontiers in Endocrinology 06
Multiple risk factors, such as aging, neurodegenerative diseases,

immobilization, and decreased physical activities, potentially

decrease the individual’s ability to balance and posture control.

Balance exercise is effective in correcting those risk factors and then

shows favorable changes in reducing falls in aging people (33, 40) and

populations with neurodegenerative disorders (43, 46–48). The

benefits of balance training in preventing fall risk were also

corroborated by a Cochrane review in older people (31). Strength

exercise, however, did not generate significant changes in fall
A

B

FIGURE 2

Effects of exercise on the risk of fall-related injuries. (A) Participants with neurodegenerative diseases; (B) frail aging people. RR, risk ratio; CI,
confidence interval; N, number.
A

B

FIGURE 3

Effects of exercise on the risk of fractures. (A) Participants with neurodegenerative diseases; (B) frail aging people. RR, risk ratio; CI, confidence
interval; N, number.
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prevention in frail aging people. This is in accordance with a previous

study that revealed that the effects of strength exercise on fall risk

were uncertain (31). It is indicated that strength training is less

effective for the management of falls in frail aging people and

participants with neurodegenerative disorders. Our findings further

indicated that, for improving the poor status of aging-associated

frailty and neurogenerative diseases, even a relatively shorter exercise

program (<6 months) could generate favorable results. Therefore,

those results suggested that exercise was a feasible strategy for

managing adverse outcomes of the poor status of older people.

Evidence based on the included RCTs showed that fall-

prevention exercise only generated a relatively low injury rate

among frail aging people, but it is unclear in patients with

neurodegenerative diseases due to the lack of injury data. One
Frontiers in Endocrinology 07
population-based study (49) conducted a 24-month exercise

program with 352 exercising older people, and only reported 4

injuries during the intervention and another study (50) on aging

populations reported no injury during training. However, only one

study (51) reported exercise-related injuries among a population of

231 Parkinson’s disease participants and revealed two injuries during

exercising time. The compliance of exercise was relatively good for

both aging people and participants with neurodegenerative disorders.

Two included studies (52, 53) reported the percentage of exercise

compliance of approximately 84% and 79% for older people and

dementia patients during the 12-month exercise intervention period.

Additionally, the combined exercise program exhibited relatively

high adherence to exercise (73% and 79%) for older participants

(54) and dementia patients (53). Furthermore, balance training also
A

B

FIGURE 4

Effects of exercise on fall rates categorized by exercise types. (A) Participants with neurodegenerative diseases; (B) frail aging people. RaR, rate ratio;
CI, confidence interval; N, number.
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indicated that adherence to exercise was relatively good, with 80%

and 82% for aging people and stroke survivors, respectively (47, 55).

Together, based on existing evidence, exercise is recommended as a

practicable strategy for reducing fall risk for frail aging people and

individuals with neurodegenerative disorders.

The heterogeneity across studies was high for falls and low for

injurious falls and fractures. The high heterogeneity was mainly due

to some participants experiencing high fall rates in some included

studies (51, 56); for example, one study enrolled Parkinson’s disease

people, and of the 195 who returned their falls calendars, 142 fell

more than once and 86 people were multiple fallers who fell more

than two times during follow-up (57). Twenty-one studies showed
Frontiers in Endocrinology 08
high risk and 16 studies marked unclear risk in at least one domain.

Selective reporting was the most common domain that scored high

risk, and the blinding domain was frequently ranked as an unclear

risk in some studies. It is suggested that the risk of bias in studies on

exercise and fall prevention was mainly caused by selective

reporting and blinding. The sensitivity analysis demonstrated that

our results on falls and fall-related injuries were stable, but not

significant for fracture risk among frail aging people, which implied

that the certainty of evidence on fracture prevention was not high.

Although funnel plots for falls showed small asymmetry among

neurodegenerative diseases, the evidence of the appearance of

small-study effects was weak.
A

B

FIGURE 5

Effects of exercise on fall rates categorized by exercise durations. (A) Participants with neurodegenerative diseases; (B) frail aging people. RaR, rate
ratio; CI, confidence interval; N, number.
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The strength and limitations of this study

The strength of this meta-analysis was that based upon 64

RCTs, we had a unique opportunity to address the effects of exercise

on falls and injuries among people with neurodegenerative disease

or frail aging people. The findings have the potential to benefit those

people through the provision of recommendations on exercise

intervention protocols. The main limitation of this study was that

the heterogeneity across studies for fall prevention was high, which

might lower the certainty of evidence. Another limitation was that

for exercise intervention studies, it was difficult to blind

participants, so the included studies were frequently blinded for

outcome assessment, which might cause a risk of bias. Additionally,

the certainty of the evidence for fracture prevention in frail aging

people was not high, which indicated that any explanations of the

results should be taken with caution.
Conclusion

This meta-analysis has provided pooled evidence to reveal that

exercise is an effective strategy for preventing falls in frail aging

people and individuals with neurological diseases. Moreover,

exercise can also reduce fractures and fall-related injuries in aging

people and prevent fall-induced injuries in patients with

neurodegenerative diseases. However, the results should be

interpreted cautiously due to the heterogeneity across studies, the

single blinding strategy in exercise interventions, and the quality of

some included studies. Nevertheless, our findings have clinical

importance because it provides older people with high-risk

conditions with an efficient strategy for the prevention of falls and

subsequent injuries. Future studies should target the associations of

exercise and fall prevention in people with other health conditions,

e.g., hypertension, diabetes, or cardiovascular diseases.
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